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Break-Even Analysis Video and Activity Answers 

Watch the video named ‘Break-Even Analysis | How to Calculate the 

Break-Even Point Explained’ in the Two Teachers YouTube Channel 

‘Business Studies Videos’ Playlist and answer the following questions.  

http://www.youtube.com/c/TwoTeachers 

 

1. Explain what the break-even point is and why a business would use break-even analysis. 

 

 

 

 

2. If costs are higher than the revenue, is the business making a profit or a loss? 

 

 

 

3.  What is contribution and how is it calculated? 

 

. 

 

 

4. If the average variable cost per unit is £7, and the average selling price per unit is £19, what is the contribution 

per unit? 

 

 

 

 

5. What is the break-even formula?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Break-even analysis is an essential financial decision-making tool, helping business owners and future 

entrepreneurs to predict how quickly, if at all, their potential business venture or product launch will be.  

Businesses can use the break-even formula to calculate the number of units which are required for their sales 

revenue to equal their total costs. 

It essentially looks at the profit made on individual products and shows the business how much each unit 

contributes towards costs initially and profit in the long term. 

Contribution per unit formula is: selling price per unit – variable costs per unit 

£19 - £7 = £12 

Loss 

Fixed costs / contribution per unit 

http://www.youtube.com/c/TwoTeachers
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6. If the average variable cost per unit is £3, the average selling price is £15 and fixed costs are £25,000, what is 

the break-even output in units and the break-even sales revenue? 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Explain the margin of safety, how it is calculated and what it means to a business 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Compare at least one strength and one limitation of using break-even analysis  

 

 

 

 

 

9. Identify all of the points on the break-even chart below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

£15 - £3 = £12 (contribution per unit) 

 

£25,000/ £12 = 2,083.33 (round up to 2,084 as the business doesn’t technically break even at 2,083). 

If a business is producing and selling more than the break-even level of output, a profit is being made and they 

have what is known as a margin of safety, which is effectively a safety net. 

The margin of safety is the number of units the business predicts to sell above their break-even point. 

The formula to calculate this is sales – break even (output) 

 

Learners could discuss a wide range of strengths and limitations for this question. For example: 

 Strengths could include: it provides the margin of safety or it helps to predict profitability etc. 

 Limitations could include: it’s only a forecast or It assumes that all products that are made are also sold 
which is unrealistic in most circumstances etc. 
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Break-Even FC Activity Answers 
 

Break-Even FC are planning to change the price of their football shirts from £35 to £40.  

At £35 a shirt they sell on average 600,000 shirts a season with a profit of £13.5 million.  

At £40 a shirt they expect to sell 500,000 shirts a season.   

Use the table below to suggest whether it is worth Break-Even FC changing their prices 

Information: 

1. Their fixed costs will be £5 million 
2. Their variable costs are £5 per T-shirt 
3. They are going to produce 500,000 football shirts 
4. The selling price will be £40 

 

Activity: 

1. Using the information above, complete table below. 
 

No. sold 
(units) 

Sales Revenue 
(£mil) 

Fixed Costs 
(£mil) 

Variable Costs 
(£mil) 

Total Costs  
(£mil) 

Profit/ Loss 
(£mil) 

0 0 5 0 5 (5) 

50,000 2 5 .25 5.25 (3.25) 

100,000 4 5 .5 5.5 (1.5) 

150,000 6 5 .75 5.75 .25 

200,000 8 5 1 6 2 

250,000 10 5 1.25 6.25 3.75 

300,000 12 5 1.5 6.5 5.5 

350,000 14 5 1.75 6.75 7.25 

400,000 16 5 2 7 9 

450,000 18 5 2.25 7.25 10.75 

500,000 20 5 2.5 7.5 12.5 

 

2. Use the break-even calculation to work out the break-even point for the current shirts selling price of £35. 

166,666.667 = round up to 166,667 shirts 

3. Now calculate the break-even point for the shirts if the selling price was raised to £40 and justify whether 

it is worth raising the price of the shirts from a business perspective. Ensure you consider how long it takes 

to break even, the sales revenue, the margin of safety, and the potential profits of both options.                      

Although the break-even point for selling at £40 is lower (142, 858 shirts) than at £35 (166,667 shirts) which 

is a positive, it is only by 23,809.  

The sales revenue for £35 shirts would be £21m and for £40 shirts it would be £20m 

The margin of safety for £35 shirts would be 433,333 units and for £40 shirts it would be 357,142 units  

The potential profit will be £12.5m at £40 a shirt instead of £13.5m at £35 a shirt, therefore it is not good 

business sense to sell the shirt at £40. 

The only reason to change the price to £40 would be if at either price the club was only going to sell less 

than 166,666 shirts e.g. 150,000 shirts, as the £40 shirt would be the only one to make a profit. 

 


